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Abstract： This paper presents a method to statistics the
number of people using image processing tech and pattern
recognition methods based on video images shot by supervisor
cameras. This could offer a reference to public of buses, subways,
libraries, parks, and so on to dispatch. In this article, the author
improved the original difference method and optimized the
traditional method of characteristic extraction. Also, method of
multi-characteristic recognition was used to make a good
redundancy which could make better extracted human character,
quicker recognition, lower rate of misrecognition, better effect.
Video and Images are impressive descriptions for natural
existence, which are ways to express directly. Video supervision is
an extension of human vision. As the development of technology of
multi-media and computer, it was the visible supervise system
which features of reality, intuition, and real-time that obtained the
favor of more and more people. It is widely used in areas of secured
departments, industrial factories, shops, public transportation, and
so on.
Dynamic track of people is an applicant science developed
during recent years, which obtains parameters to describe human
movements for analyses by inspecting and tracking human in video.
While the Dynamic track of people deals with computer vision,
pattern recognition, human physiology, psychology, etc. , and is a
complex subject with lots of problems unsolved, either theoretical
or technical. On the other hand, it has amplitude and important
usage . It is meaningful to make further research on this subject
both on theory and tech, among which recognition for number of
people is a good application.

1 Pretreatment for Images
1.1 Fetching the images
Recognition
in this article is based on sequenced
[1]
images which are extracted from a video gathered by a sensor
(such as camera), at some kind of frequency. They got the specified
order and time between neighbored frames. It contains the
information of the object’s movements. We can confer the state of
movement from several images like those. Thus it is quite
convenient to deal with moving objects, as moving object detection.
We extract sequenced images at 10 fps in this article, shown in
Pic1 below.

figure 1 Sequenced images extracted from video
1.2 Image segmentation
In this article we introduced the method of difference based on
colors as the method for image segmentation. We can compare each
pixel from neighbored images, and calculate the change. The ones
with great change can be estimated as the pixels on mobile objects,
the others without great change can be regarded as pixels on
background which can be blacked. By doing this, the moving object,
the human body, is shown, the segmentation is finished.
Colored image is a special case of multi-spectrogram images,
the triple basic colors to human vision which are made up of red,
green and blue come
to be an approximate to the spectrum by
[ 2]
human naked eyes . Thus describing colors with R,G,B tricolor is
a good way adopted by large number of people. Most of the image
gathering devices are cored with CCD tech, sensing R, G, B
elements directly which makes those tricolors the very foundation
of imaging, displaying, printing devices, etc., taking great
importance.
RGB color space use the tricolor to describe the value of color
in digital images. The three axis in RGB coordinate relates to the
tricolor, while the origin stands for black, the farthest top stands for
white, others distributes in the cube raised by tricolor. Other color
spaces are often based on RGB color space, the other elements
maybe linear of no-linear functions of the tricolor. The RGB color
space generates other colors by plus the tricolor.
The color in computer images is made up of RGB tricolor,
which are described in 8 byte unsigned integer to figure the color
depth. We use the sum of the tricolor as the main rule to judge the
change of two pixels in neighbored images. The result of first step
of segmentation is shown below:

figure 2 Images after different segmentation
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We can see that the effect of method by simply using the sum
of tricolor to segment the image is disappointing. We need to find
some complements in Morphology and Filter to make further
disposal.
The destination of this step is to improve the result of
segmentation. Morphology origins from a kind of research while
investigating propagations. Mathematical Morphology is a method
to analysis geometry shapes based on set algorithm, which use set
theory to describe set structure rationally. Mathematical
Morphology comes to be a good tool so analysis the characteristic
of images since 1985.
Mathematic Morphology includes a set of basic morphological
operators: Erosion, Dilation, Opening, Closing. We can use these
operators or their combinations to analysis or dispose image shapes
or structures. Set theory is the foundation of Morphology.
Morphological sets in image processing stand for image shapes in
binary or gray, as all the pixels in binary images contribute to the
full description of the image. Usually we make some
morphological transform to those regions which make us interested
in.
Commonly, we would not obtain any smooth edge when using
binary calculation to images with noise in them. At the same time
we would make some wrong conclusion on the region of the objects,
and there would remain some noise in the background area. We can
use continuous Opening and Closing algorithm to improve this
situation. Images after Opening and Closing are with less tiny burrs,
we can reach the goal of denoise. Filling can remove burrs more
effectively, but it would reserve some non-skin area. We just use
Opening and Closing after full consideration.
We are going on with some filtering after Opening and Closing.
Here we use median filtering to flex the verge of the objects to
obtain continuous edges, after which we revert the pixels within the
verge to find the original characteristic of the image. Thus we can
have the complete characters of human beings, shown as below:

figure 3 Images after further disposal

2 Character extraction
The key point of human number recognition is to find which
character in sequential images reflects individual information, and
how to extract these characters. In human number recognition, we
need those obeying the law below:
(1) It differs human and other objects easily
(2) It gets no great change in continual frames
Then we can extract the characters with methods below.

2.1 Extraction of body shape character
Body shape of human is of great difference to other objects.
But the sequenced images are variable as time pass by which
contributes difficulty to the character extraction. The author found

that people in the images maybe variable in outline and area while
walking, but the proportion of the two is stable in a stated range.
When it gets chop, the human is leaving off or taking on. So we just
us the proportion of area of body shape and perimeter as the scale
for body character extraction.
We cannot calculate the area and perimeter directly in colored
images. While plus the tricolor, raising the brightness of the image,
we have shown the body shape which was
not blacked. The Matlab
[ 3]
which can transform
software offers rich library functions
images to binary ones, shown as below:

figure 4 Image outline after binaryzation
Just transfer Matlab library functions to do calculations to the
binary images, among which the function (1) would help us to
calculate the perimeter of the image, the image is the input, Sur is
the output;
(1)
Sur = bwperim (image )
while function (2) would work out the area, input is the image,
output is the Area. Then we can work out the proportion of area of
body shape and perimeter. By monitoring the variation of this
proportion, we can find the event of taking on and leaving off when
it chops.
(2)
Area = bwarea (image )
2.2 Extraction of face character
[ 4]

YCbCr color system is another familiar color system , the
JPEG images which can be found every where is based on this
system. It derives from the YUV color system which derives from
RGB system. Cb = k1U, Cr = k2V, while k1, k1 are the compress
coefficients. We use compression to avoid disturb from aberration
to brightness. That is, Cb and Cr are U and V with some
adjustments. Y is still the brightness information while it is called
the brightness signal in TV system. The relationship between
YCbCr color system and the RGB system is shown below:
Y = 0.299 * R + 0.587 * G + 0.114B
(3)
(4)
Cr = ( R − Y ) * 0.713 + 128
(5)
Cb = ( B − Y ) * 0.564 + 128
Statistics shows that color of the skin would be easily be
affected by the brightness info, while less by chroma. We can use
the CbCr elements in YCbCr space directly to the CbCr space in
which it is affected less by the brightness and distributed in two
dimensions. We
can find that color of skin presents good clustering
[ 5]
in CbCr space by applying statistics of great
characteristic
number of skins. It accords the law below:
77 ≤ Cb ≤ 127
(6)
and：
133 ≤ Cr ≤ 173
(7)
We can find the pixels with characteristic of skin by scanning
the images. To lower the burden of the computer, improve the
efficiency of calculation, we scan the image every other line. When
we find the pixels with non-zero brightness, we scan the previous
line to avoid scanning miss. By doing this we can reserve the pixels
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which fulfill the request of the YCbCr character, thus the face could
be detected from the images. This algorithm also extracts the
regions with skin color characters such as hands out of the images,
while we can take them out by the area proportion.

figure 5 Face images extracted with skin color extractions

3 Image recognition and tracking
3.1 Image recognition
After those character extractions above, we are going to make
some recognition to the images. The body shape character is
adopted as the main rule. When the proportion of area and perimeter
comes to be within the range set before, we can conclude the
existence of that man. When this proportion is out of that range, we
conclude the disappearance. During this period, the proportion’s
chop must be lower than a specified number, which shows that the
man is in the camera, not swashing on the edge of the vision.
When the man disappears on the sequenced images, we can
scan the frame before that event, find out the average position of the
body. If this value comes to be near that of the entrance, we can
conclude that the man is leaving off; if that of the carriage, we
conclude taking on.
Character of the skin color is used as the secondary criterion. If
someone shows up in several frames without any skin color
detected, it shows that the one is back to the camera ever since, and
it should be leaving off. Thus the character of skin color can be used
when body shape character can hardly used to figure out whether
the guy is in the camera to reduce rate of misrecognition. Also, it
can be use as criterion for human and other moving objects.

3.2 Tracking of moving objects
Tracking begins shortly after we conclude that the man shows
up in vision of the camera. This article concentrates on
circumstances where the crowd are not too large, and the camera
shots people in vision as single in single out. We just need to figure
out whether the one is taking on or leaving off. In the context above,
we extracted the character of body shape and face. We can work out
the area of the two as the criterion of judgment while the one of
body shape as domain.
When the one turns up in the vision of the camera, we record
the area of body shape and face. If the trend of which is increasing,
we can say that the one is coming to the camera, and he’s taking on.
While the trend is decreasing, it comes to be getting far away from
the camera, and is leaving off. If we can detect no human face
during the whole sequence, that is without any skin colored area, we
can say that the one is back to the camera, and is leaving off.
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4 Results
The data we use in this article is from a record in a bus
gathered by workers from a bus station. The durations between two
stations are removed, while those when there are people taking on
or leaving off are reserved. We have totally 5 stations with 28 on
and 16 off, 44 as whole. The traffic was not too heavy thus we have
no wrap, that is we got the single in and single out condition.
The method we designed in this article is described as follows:
Step1: Extract images from video with QuickTime at 10f/s.
Step2: Pre-deal with the sequenced images with difference
method to obtain those without background.
Step3: Make further disposal to the images from step2 with
method in Morphology and Filter.
Step4: Extract skin color characters from images from step3;
Do binaryzation to them to obtain the body shape character, and
calculate the perimeter, area, and proportion of the two.
Step5: Make recognition to the characters obtained in the steps
above, and track the moving body, to recognize the number of
people.
The results in the article is shown below:

figure 6 Result of recognition
We can see that this arithmetic missed two one on and over
counted one off. The accuracy is 93.18% and the rate of mistake is
6.82% to the total. And the result is receivable.

5 Conclusion
With those methods above, we can make a good recognition to
the number of people in single in and single out cases. This
algorithm could distinguish human and other moving objects, judge
whether that one is taking on or leaving off. Since the camera is
settled to shot people as single in and single out, we can use
methods offered by the author to figure out the number of people, to
make references for buses, subways, parks, libraries, etc. to make
arrangements.
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